
Local Plan Additional Modifications consultation responses and recommendations 

ID Name Organisation AM ref. Nature of 
representation Summary of response Officer 

Response Recommendation 

AMC3 

Mr 
 
Pete 
 
Turner 

 MM12 Object 

Object to inclusion of safeguarded sites due to:
 
- Close proximity of sewage works - amenity 
issues and existing issue with raw sewage 
contamination especially in heavy rainfall. 
 
- Ecology is being ignored. 
 
- Community have had access to land for over 
40 years. 
 
- Inadequate access roads. 
 
- Flooding - would exacerbate an existing issue.
 
- Inconsistent with national policy and duty to 
co-operate. 
 
- Not legally compliant. 

Following the 
Inspector's 
report, the land 
in question is 
no longer 
proposed for 
safeguarding 

References to 
safeguarded land at 
Gillow Heath 
removed. 

AMC5 

Mrs 
 
Dianne 
 
Copeland 

 MM12 Object 

Object to safeguarded sites due to close 
proximity of sewage works and resultant 
amenity issues as well as existing issue with 
raw sewage contamination especially in heavy 
rainfall. 

Following the 
Inspector's 
report, the land 
in question is 
no longer 
proposed for 
safeguarding 

References to 
safeguarded land at 
Gillow Heath 
removed. 

AMC7 

Mrs 
 
Dianne 
 
Copeland 

 MM12 Object Object to inclusion of BD062 due to its value to 
the community. 

Refer to officer 
response to 
AMC5 

Refer to AMC5. 



ID Name Organisation AM ref. Nature of 
representation Summary of response Officer 

Response Recommendation 

AMC9 

Mrs 
 
Dianne 
 
Copeland 

 MM12 Object Object to inclusion of safeguarded sites due to 
flooding issues in the area. 

Refer to officer 
response to 
AMC5 

Refer to AMC5. 

AMC2 

Mr 
 
T A J 
 
Campbell. 
 
Agent 
JMW 
Planning 

 AM28 Support Revised wording is appropriate Comments 
noted. No further change. 

AMC4  Natural England All AMs General 
Comment 

Natural England has no further comments to 
make on the Additional Modifications of the 
Staffordshire Moorlands Local Plan. 

Comments 
noted. 

No change to 
published AMs. 

AMC6 

Mrs 
 
Dianne 
 
Copeland 

 MM12 Object Object to inclusion of safeguarded sites due to 
ecological evidence being ignored. 

Refer to officer 
response to 
AMC5 

Refer to AMC5 

AMC8 

Mrs 
 
Dianne 
 
Copeland 

 MM12 Object Object to inclusion of safeguarded sites due to 
inadequate access roads. 

Refer to officer 
response to 
AMC5 

Refer to AMC5 

AMC10 

Patricia 
 
Turner  

[Not 
stated] 

General 
Comment 

Tree leaves on Consall Lane NO passing 
places and are in constant use by the farmers 
as are the field approaches and all private 
drives. Please give this due consideration as it 
is of vital importance to all those who live here. 

Comments 
noted. 

No further change to 
published additional 
modifications. 



 


